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P&a proved that a random graph with clt log n edges is Hamiltonian with probability tending 
to 1 if c >3. Korsunov improved this by showing that, if Gn is a random graph with 
*n log n + in log log n + f(n)n edges and f(n) --*m, then G” is Hamiltonian, with probability 
tending to 1. We shall prove that if a graph G” has n vertices and $n log n + in log log n + cn 
edges, then it is Hamiltonian with probability PC tending to exp exp(-2) as n -+ 00. 
0.1. In his paper [l] Lajos P&a proves that a random graph with n vertices and 
f(n) = cn log n edges contains a Hamiltonian cycle with a probability approaching 
1 (as n 300). 
As preliminary results, we mention that a graph theorem of Chv6tal and Erdiis 
[2] yields the bound f(n) < n 3’2 lop n for the: above ‘threshold function’ further 
the present authors [3] proved thi estimation f(n) < n “Y The main progress, 
however, was the above mentioned theorem of P&a. 
On the other hand, Rknyi and Erdiis [4] investigated the event V’,:l, that a 
random graph with n vertices and k edges has no vertex with a valency less than 
2. They proved that putting 
k* = in log n + in log log n + c,n, 
one has the limit distribution 
I 
0 if c, --j--q 
lim P(VFJ = e-“-“’ if c, + c, 
n-- 
1 if c, 300. 
(They also proved that the same holds for the event that the graph is 2- 
connected.) 
If H& denotes the event ihat the random graph contains a Hamiltonian cycle, 
then obviously HCn,k c v’!$, and thus 
P(HC,,J G P( V’,T3. 
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In this paper we are going to show that if in a graph each valency is at least 2, 
then it contains a Hamittonian cycle ‘almost surely’; in other words P( Vffb- 
P(HC,k ) --3 0 as n -+ 00. 
Theorean 1. We draw the edges of a Eabelled graph at random, independently of 
each other, with the comnton p~b~bi~~~ 
p=ppk/@, k=k,=~nlogn+~n~oglogn+c,n. 
Then for the probability of the event HC,(p) that the random graph colstains a 
~ami~tonia~ cycle we hove the hornet ~ist~b~~~n 
One can easily verify (see the basic paper [5] of Erdiis and Renyi and also [ln 
fhat the case when the edges are chosen independently ;S in Theorem 1, is 
equivalent with the case when the graph is chosen from among all (labelled) 
graphs with n vertices and k edges in such a way that each graph has the same 
~ro~~~if~ty 
to be chosen. 
Let V;,k denote the event that a random graph wirh n vertices and k. edges has 
at most two vertices of valcncy 1 and all other vaIencies are at least 2. Then, 
taking 
we have 
i 
0 if c, -+ -=, 
lim Pf Vl,,,) = (I+ e-*’ + jie-4f)e-e-” if C, -+ C, )I e 
I if c, -+a, 
since the number of vertices of valency 1 f~tllows asymptoti~~ly a Poisson 
distribution with parameter e‘-*’ (cf. [4]), and the probability that some valencies 
equal 0 tends to 0 as n -+ =, if only 
‘I 
k,, a&n log n +w(n)n, w(n) -+ 00. 
If HP,,,, denotes the event that the graph contains a Hamiltonian path, then 
obviously )ItPn,k c Vksk and thus 
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Just as in the case of Hamiltonian cycles, we are going to show that the above 
trivial necessary condition (at most two vale.ncies equal 1 the other ~32) is almost 
surely sufficient for having a Hamilton path. Here again we use the ‘independent 
version’ of randomness. 
Theorem 2, We draw the edges of a labelled graph at *an&m, independentty of
each other, with the common probabi&y 
p=p,,=kJ@, k=k,,=$alogn+$nloglogn+c,,n. 
Then for the probability of the event HP,,(p) that the random graph contains a 
Hamiltonian path we have the limit distribution 
0 if c, + -00, 
liprm P(HP,(p)) = (1 + e-2C+ $e-4c)e-.e--2c if c, + c, 
n--M0 
1 if (&-,oQ. 
0.2. The proof will go along the same 1iEes as in [3], but we use a more detailed 
analysis. 
0.3. For the proof we will describe an exceptional set E of graphs with n vertices 
such that if all the n valencies in G are at least 2, and G$ E, then G contains a 
Hamiltonian cycle. We will show further that if 
then 
p = pn 2 (log IZ + w(n))/4 o(n) + 9 
lim P(G E E) = 0. 
n- 
This will, obviously, imply the statement of Theorem 1; Theorem 2 will be proved 
similarly, using Theorem 1. 
This approach leads to the following reformulations of the above theorems; the 
first (more combinatorial one) was mentioned above: 
Reformdation 1. Let HC(n, k) respectively Vt2’(n, k) denote the number of all 
(labelled) graphs with n ver!ices and k edges which contain a hamiltonian cycle 
respectively in which each valency is at least 2. There exists a sequence s(n) 
(depending only on n) satisfying lim,,, E(n) = 0, such that for any n 
OC(@~‘(OZ, k)-HC(n, k))/ ((z)<E(n) for all k, 0s k cs(fj). 
A similar statement holds for HP(n, k) and V’(n, k) the numbers of all graphs 
with n vertices and k edges which have a Hamiltonian path, respectively, in which 
each valency is at least 2 except for at most 2 which must be equal to 1. 
Perhaps the most attractive form is the following: 
Reformuiation 2. We dra\v the edges of a random ( labelZeld) graph with n vertices 
one-by-one as foilow~ the first edge is chosen at random in such a way that every 
edge has the same ~~~a~i~i~ (Gb-’ to be chosen; then the second edge is chosen 
~~~for~?~y fromthe remaining (5) - i ~ssi&i~~~e~, etc. We stop this process at the first 
i~~t~~t, when every ualency is at least 2. Then this graph will contain a Hamilto- 
nian cycle almost sure@, i.e. for the prohddity QI, that it does not contain one, we 
have lim,,_,, (Y,, =O. 
Note that in this reformulation fat, -+ 0) there is no other parameter than n 
involved. On the question, how these reformulaiions follow, we are not going 
to elaborate. 
Remark. It is well-known that to decide whether or not a given graph contains an 
HC (or to find one), is an NP-complete problem (universal problem). Reformula- 
tion I, however. offers a trivial ‘almost surely correct answer’: Look at the 
valcncics: if one of them is less than 2, the decision is NO. otherwise say YES. 
Now the pr~~bability of a wrong answer (false YES) is negligible if n is large, even 
if you do not pick the graph from among ail possible graphs with n vertices with a 
uniform distribution, but also if the (uniform) distribution is concentrated to any 
class G,,*J( ---all graphs with n vertices and k edges. 
As tr.) a/most surely good algorithms which find an HC, we refer the reader to 
the works of Karp 173. Angluin and Valiant [8]_ 
1. The description of the exceptional set 
1.1. Let N(S) denote the set of vertices, which are connected with some vertices 
in S (the neigh~~urho~)d of S). Let END(G) denote the number (and also the set) 
of points which are endpoints of some paths of maximal ength, and END(G, o) 
the* number of points which are endpoints cf some paths of maximal ength (in G) 
WI.“ t tps the other endpoint. (Maximaiity is rnk?z.rlt in G even if G is a subgraph 
of some other graph.) 
In what folfoss, the vertices of G are numbered, and wt refers to the first 
vtzrtcx. 
Int reduce the Mlowing events: 
B = {there is a point of vaIenc*/ ~2, which is connected with u,), 
C ={thcre arc two vertices with valencies <(log n)/lO, which are 21 
distance Q4 apart ), 
DI = {there is a set S of vertices with ISi < n “’ such that each point in S 
has a valency & = (log rr)/20, and yet ~N~S)~/lO), 
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& = (there is a set S of vertices such that 
In ‘I3 < ISI < n/(log n) anal IN(S)) <(log n)lS1/100] or 
[JI/(log n) C ISI and pv(S,l Cfn-J, 
D3 ={there are sets S1 and Sz such that 
IS,/ > (log log log,log nNog. log 9 IS,! > #,I 
log n 
and any x E S2 has at most $(log n)lSL(/n neighbors in S1}, 
D4 ={there is a set S of vertices such that ISI c n”’ and the nulrrber of 
edges in S is greater than 10 ISI}. 
Some of the above properties sound awkward, but the point is that they are 
deterministic descriptions, which allow us to make our reformulations (see also 
the remark at the end of the paper). 
1.2. Now we show that for the set 
we have P(E) = o(l), if only 
p = pn 23 (log y1+ o(n))/n, 
We have 
ii% o(n) = 00. 
P(B)< n2p2qnw3 = 0 
P(C) = 10n5p4 [.‘f * (yjpiqn-i)z = 0 fn-0.3), 
i =O 
~1”~ ks/lO 
p(Q) < C C (~)(~)(h)spk3’2q(*-s-j~~ = o(1). 
~1 j=k 
That the probabilities P(D,), P(.D,), P(D,) approach 0, can be obtained using 
the following inequality of the large deviation type: 
where O<p’<p, and el,..., e, are independent random variables taking the 
values 1 and 0 with probability p, 1 - p. 
2. The non-random part of the proof 
2.1. We are going to show that if a graph does not belong to the class E, and every 
valency in the graph is at least two, then it contains a Hamiltonian path. ‘This will 
be easily modified to show that it also contains a Hamiltonian cycle. 
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Although we will use the same method as in [3], for the sake of completeness 
we repeat the argument. 
Given a set P = (pl, p2,. . . , p,,,) of vertices, we say that p E P is an endpoint of P 
if there is a path consisting of all points of P (a P-path) which starts from p. We 
will show that, unless the graph belongs to the exceptional set, there are many 
endpoints; and even if one endpoint of the P-path is fixed, there are many 
possibilities for the other endpoint of the path. We will carry that out by 
introducing a transformation, which, applied to a P-path, will produce another 
P-path with one endpoint unchanged but with a new other endpoint. Then 
applying this transformation several times, we can produce a large amount of 
possible endpoints. 
Leu m denote the length of the longest path. Assume that pl,. . . , p”, form a 
path in this order. If p1 is connected by ul, . . . , urn, and i& is the ‘preceding vertex’ 
of Ui, then reversing the interval [pl, Q] we get another path with endpoints i& and 
p,,,. Thus we have obtained cr new possible left endpoints (including p1 itself). 
Carrying out the same transformation for the obtained paths, we get another 
bunch of possible left endpoints iii,, i = 1, . . . , a, j = 1.. . . , fiiv where I+ j = 
1 , . . . l 63, are all points connected with 4, and iiii is the preceding vertex of hj (in 
the new ordering). 
This procedure can be repeated, and we get stuck in a branch only if the actual 
left endpoint p (the right endpoint p,,, is tixed) is connected only with points 
whose preceding vertex (in this last ordering) has already been appeared earlier 
OII this branch as a possible endpoint. We claim that by the time all branches get 
stuck, at lcLtst Art possible endpoints will have been listed. 
2.2. Let us proceed carefully from the beginning. We will say that a valency is 
small, if it is less than (log n)/lO. 
Consider a maximal path p = (p,. . . . , p,,, ). The valency cy of p1 can be small or 
large, but it is at least 2, by assumption. (The valency of an endpoint within the 
path or within the whole graph is the same because of the maximality of m.) 
Consider the points ul, . . . , u, E P with which p1 is connected. If a <(log n)/lO (cu 
is small), then the points fil, . . . . &-the preceding vertexes of ul,. . . , u,-are 
large (meaning their valencies are large), otherwise they would violate the 
c*lndition that the graph lies outside C. 
It C, is large, then at rnosf one of the points ti,. . . . , & is small-again by C. We 
will disregard that point when branching further (disregard as possible endpoint, 
but it is still an organic part of the path). 
Thus. in each step-except possibly for the fiirst step-each point will generate 
‘3 ( log II I/ 10 -- 1 possible endpoints. Although some of the (log n)/lO points 
generated by a certain point might be old ones, i.e., po,ints which have already 
been listed on the same branch, but we can easily disregard them since we will 
carry out this branching procedure only (log n)/(log n) times, the length of any 
branch will be less than (log n)/(log log n), and by dropping that many points out 
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of (log n)/lO, we still have (log n)/20 new points. NOW the endpoints generated by 
different points might coincide. Nevertheless, according to D1 and Dz, in each 
step (from the second step on) we must have at least (log n)/200 times as many 
endpoints as before, until the number of endpoints reaches nJ(log n). Then, 
according to &, in one further step the number of possible endpoints will exceed 
$?I. 
2.3. We have shown that if a graph G does not bebng to the classes C, D1, I&, and 
every valency in the graph is at least 2, then EM)(G, pm) >gn, and what is 
more, for any p E END(G, PO) we have END(G, p) > in. 
Now we want to prove that there is a cycle containing pl, p2, . . . , pm, which if 
m < n contradicts the maximality of m. Let 
t 
_ 1 nloglogn 
10 log ?l l 
If p E END(G, pm) and q E END(G, p), then the number of sets Aj or 4 in our 
path P, pi,, l - . ,q will be at least $n/t. 
Hence we have integers jl,j2,. . . , j2s (i =log log log log n) and at least 
n2/(log log n) pairs p, q SO that the path p, pi,, . . . , q contains Bj,, Bj2, . . , Bj, in 
that order, where Bi, stands for Aji or K. Let 
N, = 6 Bj, and M2 z G Bj,* 
i=l i=s+l 
Let p E L if p is in at least $n/(log log n) pairs, and q E N,, if q is an element of a 
pair p, q. If p E L is connected with ul, u2, . . . , ub E M, and & is the preceding 
vertex of 4, then reversing the interval [p, tii] we get another path with endpoint 
iii. Let Ki be the set of these new endpoints obtained by p. Because our graph lies 
outside D3 it can be easily seen that we have L1 c L so that 
where the sets Kk are disjoint, and if u E KA, then the valency of u in Ml is 
greater than log log n. Now if u E EC:, using the above procedure, we get a set of 
possible new endpoints. Let us denote by Kz ,he union of the new endpoints 
obtained by u E Kb. Again we can prove that there exists a L2c LI so that 
where the sets KE are disjoint and if u E Ki, then the valency of u in Mi is greater 
than log log n. We want to have a set Ka so that lKbl2 ]M#lOO. To achieve that, 
we have to repeat our procedure, and we can do it if for at least half of u E Kb, if 
u is connected with ul, u2,. . . . u, E M,, then at least half of the u:‘s on the path 
having endpoint u have the same neighbours as on the path having encipoint I? 
But this is provided by the fact, that our graph lies outside D+ 
But then for u E Kk, q E ZVi there is a path u, pi,, . . . , q so that A& is on that path 
in the right order. Using the above argument we can prove, that there is a set K 
so that IKI 2 MJ100 and for all u E Kb, q E K, there is a set K so that jKI > 
M,/lOO and for all u E Ki, q E K, there is a path having endpoints u and q. 
Because our graph lies outside &, there is an edge between K and I& and this 
gives us the desired cycle. 
3. HP 
It is easy to modify the proof given in Section 2, in order to get Theorem 2. 
The idea is as follows: Assume that the graph is outsi& the exceptional set E. 
Connect the two vertices of valency 1 by an edge (if there is only one vertex, join 
it with any other point, say with u2, - if there is no such vertex, there is nothing to 
prove). The obtained graph will contain an HC. Thus it contained an HP 
originally. 
Now it might happen that a graph which did not belong yo E, will do so after 
drawing an edge (surprisingly, for the adding of a new edge should make the 
graph nicer, not worse), but that can easily be managed by slightly modifying E 
(like aLing the condition that u, has a valency >2, etc. We do not go into details. 
4. Final remarks 
The same type of arguments as the ones in Sections 2 and 3 show that in the 
case 
p = pn = (log n + o(n))/n, lim o(n) = a, o(n) = O(log log n), 
n- 
the graph has the following structure with a probability 1 -o( 1): 
There are certain points with valency 1 (the number of these points approxi- 
mately follows a Poisson distribution with expectation e-c”cn’ log n), the rest of the 
graph contains a Hamiltonian cycle, form which these points of valency 1 are 
hanging down, and there is a large distance between any two of these fringes. 
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